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                Description

                                    
                        Lucid 400, shower screen in clear glass for a walk-in shower 
Create a sense of space in your bathroom with a walk-in shower with glass panel. Our Lucid 400 is a contemporary, easy-to-mount glass shower screen with matt black aluminium profiles. Ideal for creating a modern walk-in shower in the corner of your bathroom! Nice to know: you can order a matching towel rail with this shower enclosure.
	Shower design: walk-in setup
	Fixed wall for walk-in shower
	Height: 200 cm
	Width: 90 cm, 100 cm, 120 cm, 140 cm, 160 cm, 180 cm
	Standard delivered with stabilisation bar of 100 cm. In option: stabilisation bar of 45° or of 160 cm
	3-year guarantee

Maintenance-friendly, contemporary walk-in shower in glass 
With a shower enclosure in clear glass, you keep water splashes under control without sacrificing a sense of space. This high-quality shower screen consists of strong aluminium profiles with safety glass (6 mm). The included bar guarantees the wall's stability. It is available up to a width of 140 cm, but you can extend it with an extra 40 cm glass panel for a spacious walk-in shower. The unique RIHO Shield coating makes it super easy to keep the glass of this shower screen clean.
Prefer a different style? Dive into our range of high-quality shower walls. And also choose a beautiful shower tray to create the walk-in shower of your dreams!
Need more info? Contact us or visit a RIHO dealer near you!
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                    	Colour	Matt black
	Glass colour	Transparent glass
	Series	Lucid
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            Variants

            	G005025121	90 x 200 cm	G005025121
	G005026121	100 x 200 cm	G005026121
	G005027121	120 x 200 cm	G005027121
	G005028121	140 x 200 cm	G005028121
	G005053121	160 x 40 x 200 cm	G005053121
	G005054121	180 x 40 x 200 cm	G005054121
	Product	Dimensions	Article number
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            Need inspiration? Visit one of our showrooms near you
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